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Editor’s Note:

T

This Monthp

				
he French saying suggests that the more things
change, the more they remain the same. It is hard
to see that as true after the year we’ve just had, with
the Referendum, the US election, Bob Dylan’s Nobel Prize
for Literature, the death of Fidel Castro, David Bowie and
Leonard Cohen. We shall not see their like again... And I
haven’t mentioned the loss of Alan Rickman, Gene Wilder,
Terry Wogan, Caroline Aherne, Paul Daniels, Ronnie Corbett, Andrew Sachs and Victoria Wood. Our world will be
less colourful without them. No wonder this last edition of
Health Triangle has a survival theme to it -from the common cold to meningitis to Christmas itself!
The message is that life goes on and is better than
the alternative. We are personally responsible for our own
good health. Castro was 90, Caroline Aherne was only 52.
We should never take our health for granted. It’s always later than we think.
With all good wishes for a peaceful year end, with health
and happiness throughout 2017.

p
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Cold

		

sore

C

old sores are small blisters that develop on the
lips or around the mouth. They’re caused by the
herpes simplex virus and usually clear up without
treatment within 7 to 10 days.
You may not have any symptoms when you
first become infected with the herpes simplex virus. An
outbreak of cold sores may happen some time later.
Cold sores often start with a tingling, itching or burning
sensation around your mouth. Small fluid-filled sores
then appear, usually on the edges of your lower lip.

When to visit your GP

If you’ve had outbreaks of cold sores before, it’s likely
that you’ll know what they are if they return.
You only need to visit your GP if you’re unsure whether
it’s a cold sore or if it’s severe and spreading further than
just the lip. See your GP if a cold sore hasn’t healed after
7 to 10 days.

Causes of cold sores

Cold sores are usually caused by the herpes simplex
virus type 1 (HSV-1).
In most cases the virus is passed on in early childhood –
for example, when a child is kissed by a family member
or friend with a cold sore.
The virus passes through the skin and travels up the
nerves, where it lies inactive (dormant) until it’s triggered
at a later date.

Cold sore triggers
•
•
•
•

Factors thought to trigger outbreaks of cold sores
include:
having another infection, such as a respiratory tract
infection
having a high temperature (fever)
emotional upset or psychological stress

• tiredness and fatigue
• an injury to the affected area
• menstruation (periods)
• strong sunlight
However, in many cases there’s no obvious trigger for an
outbreak.
Herpes simplex virus type 2
• Occasionally, cold sores can be caused by the herpes
simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2).
• This can happen after having oral sex with a man
or woman who has genital herpes, which is usually
caused by HSV-2.
• In genital herpes, painful blisters develop on your
genitals and the surrounding area.

Herpes simplex virus

The herpes simplex virus – or “cold sore virus” – is highly
contagious and can be easily passed from person to
person by close direct contact. After someone has
contracted the virus, it remains inactive (dormant) most
of the time.
However, every so often the virus can be
activated by certain triggers, resulting in an outbreak of
cold sores. These triggers vary from person to person,
but can include sunlight, fatigue, an injury to the
affected area, and, in women, their period.
Some people have frequently recurring cold
sores around two or three times a year, while others
have one cold sore and never have another. Some
people never get cold sores at all because the virus
never becomes active.

Treating cold sores

Cold sores usually clear up by themselves without
treatment within 7 to 10 days.
However, antiviral creams are available over the
counter from pharmacies without a prescription. If used
correctly, these can help ease your symptoms and speed
up the healing time.
To be effective, these treatments should be
applied as soon as the first signs of a cold sore appear
– when you feel a tingling, itching or burning sensation
around your mouth. Using an antiviral cream after this
initial period is unlikely to have much of an effect.
Cold sore patches are also available that contain
hydrocolloid gel, which is an effective treatment for skin
wounds. The patch is placed over the cold sore while it
heals.
Antiviral tablets may be prescribed for severe cases.

Complications of cold sores

Cold sores are usually mild, but may cause complications
in rare cases. People with weak immune systems caused

Left
untreated,
herpetic
keratoconjunctivitis can cause the cornea, the
transparent layer at the front of your eye, to become
infected, which can eventually lead to blindness.
It’s therefore important not to touch your eyes if
you have an unhealed cold sore. If you must touch your
eyes – for example, to remove contact lenses – wash
your hands thoroughly first.
In very rare cases, encephalitis, a condition
where the brain becomes inflamed and swollen, can be
caused by the cold sore virus spreading to the brain. It
can be treated with intravenous injections of antiviral
medications, such as aciclovir.

Preventing infection

It’s not possible to prevent infection with the herpes
simplex virus or prevent outbreaks of cold sores, but you
can take steps to minimise the spread of infection.
Cold sores are at their most contagious when they
burst (rupture), but remain contagious until they’re
completely healed. Avoid close contact with others until
your cold sore has completely healed and disappeared.
However, there’s no need to stay away from work or miss
school if you or your child have a cold sore.
You can help minimise the risk of the cold sore
virus spreading and cold sores recurring by following

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

the advice below:
avoid touching cold sores unless you’re
applying cold sore cream – creams should be
dabbed on gently rather than rubbed in, as this can
damage your skin further
always wash your hands before and after applying
cold sore cream and after touching the affected area
don’t share cold sore creams or medication with
other people as this can cause the infection to
spread
don’t share items that come into contact with the
affected area, such as lipsticks or cutlery
avoid kissing and oral sex until your cold sores have
completely healed
be particularly careful around newborn babies,
pregnant women and people with a low immune
system, such as those with HIV or those having
chemotherapy
if you know what usually triggers your cold sores, try
to avoid the triggers – for example, a sun block lip
balm (SPF 15 or higher) may help prevent cold sores
triggered by bright sunlight.

p
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by illness or treatments
such as chemotherapy
are particularly at risk
of complications.
Dehydration
sometimes occurs
if drinking fluids
becomes
painful.
Young children are
particularly at risk of
becoming dehydrated.
The herpes simplex virus
can also spread to other parts of
your body. Examples of when this
can occur include:
• skin infections – these often
occur if the virus comes into contact
with broken skin, such as a cut or graze,
or a skin condition such as eczema
• herpetic whitlow (whitlow finger) –
this causes painful sores and blisters to
appear on and around your fingers
• herpetic keratoconjunctivitis – this causes
swelling and irritation (inflammation) of
your eye area and sores to develop on your
eyelids

o
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Natural & Eco

this Christmas
by Janey Lee Grace

I

s it possible that the words healthy / natural /
eco and Christmas can go together? We’ve all
got health conscious friends or those who are
ill and will definitely not want to be overburdened
with sugary treats, carbon footprint swelling items
or artificial fragrance.
So here’s some suggestions of some truly
fabulous gifts that won’t harm the recipient – or the
planet
We all want our homes to smell gorgeous
at Christmas time but many candles and reed
diffusers are petroleum based
and use chemical fragrances.
I love the Relax aromatherapy
Reed diffuser from Shui Me,
the creator is a therapist who
is passionate about sourcing
natural
ingredients
and
the diffusers last up to four
months, far longer than their
conventional rivals.
www.wellbeingbristol.co.uk

For the women it’s
hard to resist a skincare
gift set and a couple
of
excellent
organic
companies have it covered.
Conscious Skincare who
make beautiful handmade
products (and some natural
fragranced candles) have a great gift Organic Body
set with Grapefruit lemon and cedarwood body
wash, body lotion and jojoba seed oil, beautifully
packaged. www.conscious-skincare.com
For makeup I love
the one hundred per
cent natural range from
Natorigin. There’s even
now a great nail polish.
www.natorigin.co.uk
For the girl
who
loves
her hair and wants to smell gorgeous
TabithaJamesKraan has scented hair
oil and the organic hair perfume
doubles as a great fragrance.
www.tabithajameskraan.com
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The hipster will love the
Samol Herbal Beard oil, Totally
natural. www.samolherbal.co.uk
After all the Christmas dinner
preparations anyone will love the
Qsiliica Strengthening hand and
nail cream with colloidal silica gel.
www.qsilica.com
Away
from
skincare
altogether it’s not often that you
can buy a gift of jewellery and
still be ‘conscious’ Jacqui Land
Keavney
‘channelled’ designs
during meditation for the beautiful
transformational Global Soul
jewellery, so it’s literally ‘jewellery
for the soul’, madein the UK.
www.globalsoulchi.co.uk
For the guys a fantastic
stocking filler is the Pure and
Light Organic ‘Man up to the
Bar’ multi-purpose soap.
www.pureandlightorganic.eu

A great gift for
yourself or other home
lovers is something
to ‘harmonise’ your home environment. The
Transformer 28-4G can neutralise EMF radiation
and geopathic stress, Its covers an area of up to
66m radius. www.bioprotectivesystems.com
Don’t forget your dogs
too, instead of sugary ‘treats’
give the dogs the tasty freshly
baked ‘training treats’ all natural
ingredients.
www.naturaldogcare.co.uk
Wrap your gifts in remnants of old fabric or even
newspaper and tie with a big ribbon, don’t forget
we throw away enough wrapping paper to cover
an area the size of a small island!

Happy eco Christmas!
p

Three Essential

Winter Blood Tests

by Helen Marsden, CCO of Medichecks

T

he winter months bring many challenges as
far as our health is concerned: we’re more
susceptible to colds and flu; we suffer more
aches and pains; our mood can darken with the
days and we’re much more likely to suffer a heart
attack in winter than during the summer months.
But while the season can play a part in our malaise,
sometimes there is more behind it than just the
cold weather - and this is where three essential
winter blood tests can help give insights into why
we might feel the way we do.

getting older. It is easy to see how an underactive
thyroid might be overlooked in the winter months:
you struggle to keep warm; you put on weight; you
feel tired and lethargic and yes, your skin and hair
is dry. A simple Medichecks Thyroid Check blood
test will tell you whether your thyroid is functioning
normally, or whether your symptoms are due to
an underactive thyroid. The condition is especially
common amongst women, affecting almost 5%
of the population, so don’t let your symptoms go
unchecked.

Is your liver paying the price of your
comfort eating and your partying?

Are you one of the millions of people

1

3

As the nights draw in and the party season arrives,
for many of us, life is a combination of hunkering
down under the duvet with mac’n’cheese one
minute and enjoying one too many glasses of
wine the next. And it’s our poor livers that bear the
brunt of any excesses over the festive period. Too
much alcohol and the wrong foods are the primary
causes of liver disease outside of viral disease like
hepatitis. Lots of people have raised liver enzymes
after the festive season, indicating potential liver
injury. Prolonged partying may lead to permanent
scarring or cirrhosis, but give the liver a rest and
its powers of recovery can be amazing. A simple
Liver Check blood test will tell you whether you’ve
been giving your liver a hard time this winter; the
Medichecks Liver Check measures key enzymes,
which, if raised, indicate that your liver needs a wellearned break. Most early stage liver disease has no
symptoms, but if you’ve been partying hard and
piling on the pounds with carb-laden comfort food,
then we would recommend you check-out your
liver enzymes with a comprehensive Liver Check.

2

Could an underactive thyroid be to
blame for your dry skin and hair?

Cold weather often brings with it dry and itchy skin
and dull and lifeless hair, and it is too easy to put
this down to the weather and the drying effects
due to living in centrally heated homes. But these
are both symptoms of an underactive thyroid, a
condition which often goes undiagnosed because
its symptoms are very general and can just be put
down to the time of year, or even the time of life;
many people put their symptoms down to just

with insufficient or even deficient
vitamin D?
We’ve known for years that vitamin D is important
for the absorption of calcium and phosphorous,
vital minerals for the strength of our bones, but
in recent years a growing number of studies have
pointed to its role in other areas of our health. It
is thought that lack of vitamin D can affect mood,
the immune system (auto-immune diseases such
as multiple sclerosis, are more common the further
north you go) as well as heart health and even
cancer. Vitamin D is created in the body by the
effect of sunshine on our skin and is the reason why
people in the northern hemisphere have lighter
skins; it enables them to absorb more sunshine. As
our days darken and shorten it is extremely difficult
to get sufficient vitamin D, and by December, many
of us won’t have enough of it for optimum health.
The only way to tell if you are getting enough
vitamin D is with a blood test, which is why, every
winter, our Medichecks Vitamin D Check is one of
our top-selling tests.

There is no reason for the winter months to
affect our well-being, so if you are worried about
your liver, your thyroid or your vitamin D levels,
then take one of our affordable and convenient
essential winter blood tests.
For 10% off all Medichecks blood tests and health
check use voucher code UKHEALTH at checkout.

p

Relptionships

Will your Relationship

survive the

Holidays?
D

id you know that January is considered divorce
month as it has the highest number of divorces
filed in a year? And that “D-Day” is considered
the first Monday after the kids return to school?

Why is this?

Over the years, couples have fallen into the typical
Relationship Cycle that all couples experience. It’s
a continuous pattern of getting stuck in a negative
spiral of fighting and resolving issues. Some issues are
successfully resolved whilst others are swept under the
carpet to keep the peace or because couples just don’t
see a way past the issue. This cycle can go on for years
if not managed, things go well for a few days or weeks
and then you hit a speed bump and its back into the
‘here we go again’ phase.
Couples will tiptoe around each other trying
not to set each other off yet inside are feeling frustrated,
unappreciated. When in fact what’s really happening
underneath the emotionally charged smokescreen is
that emotional needs are not being met in some way,
form or shape. This spiral can leave couples wondering
if this is as good as it gets and is this how life is meant to
be… Sound familiar?
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by Paula Quinsee

When couples argue it’s usually as a result
from each partner bottling up frustrations and needs
over a period of time reaching tipping point where
a fight will erupt unleashing all the pent up emotions
and frustrations. These fights are often necessary and
insightful yet rarely if ever solve anything because when
one partner is dishing out, the other is being defensive
instead of listening to where their partner is coming
from. Aggression often leads to more aggression where
insults fly and no real constructive insight and behaviour
change occurs.
As a result, couples will find ways of coping
(i.e avoiding the situation) such as affairs, addictions,
substance abuse, stonewalling, shutting down, passive
aggressive behaviour and more.
When it comes to the holidays, couples are
now forced to spend more time together (vs. being at
work or involved in other activities where they can hide
from the situation). Whilst on holiday, couples are in
each other’s faces all the time and all the frustrations
and issues that have been swept under the carpet so
to speak have invariably start to blow up in little ways.
This eventually leads to couples feeling disconnected,
emotionally drained and wanting to walk away by the
time the holidays have come to an end as it is just too
hard work at anymore.

Paula Quinsee is a Relationship Expert in Johannesburg. She teaches individuals
and organisations how to cultivate healthy relationships in their personal lives and
workplace using EQ skills, Imago Therapy and NLP principles. Paula is also the author
of Embracing Conflict - a self-help guide filled with practical tools and insights. Attend
one of her regular monthly workshops for great empowering tools.
Please go to www.paulaquinsee.com for more information

So how do you fix this?

Couples need to learn to manage the speed bumps as
they happen and not sweep them under the carpet to
keep the peace or in the hope that the issue will resolve
itself. Over time this just festers and becomes too big
an issue for couples to see any kind of resolution going
forward.

Don’t get caught up in the emotion

Firstly, it’s important to keep to the facts and not get
caught up in the emotion of the situation as hard as it is
and one is tempted to. This will just send both partners
down a spiralling path of negativity and turmoil. If
couples can’t do this successfully then they should seek
the help of an expert to equip them with skills and tools
so that they navigate these patches in a healthy and
constructive way.
Each partner needs to contribute to describing
how they felt in each situation and what led them to
feeling this way (versus focusing on what their partner
is or is not doing). When we start bringing the “you”
phrase into the conversation, we are defaulting to blame
mode e.g. ‘you never help me with the housework’
or ‘you always come home late from work’. This just
increases the frustration levels and emotions. Situations
don’t just happen, we co-create them through our
own contribution of emotions, assumption, reactive
behaviour, miscommunication and more. When we can
take a step back and get a deeper understanding of
how we contribute to a situation, it is easier for us to be
willing to modify our actions to get a better outcome.

Ask your partner for what you want

Be clear in asking your partner for what you would like
instead or what you need from them e.g. ‘I would like
you to come home early at least once a week so that we
can spend some quality time together.’ It’s far easier for
us to focus on what we don’t want than what we do want
however this makes it difficult for our partner to decipher
what to do instead. The clearer our communication, the
less chance there is of any misunderstandings and we
are giving our partner a fair chance to take action or do
something differently.

Listen to understand not gain the upper hand

Most of the time we listen to respond vs. listen to
really hear and understand what the other person is
communicating with us. When we are so busy forming
a response in our mind well before the other person has
finished speaking that we miss important information
they are sharing with us. This is because we are possibly
feeling attacked, criticised or judged and as a result are
trying to defend ourselves.

Try and see things from your partner’s perspective
and imagine how they must be feeling

If you are feeling hurt or frustrated, they must be feeling
similar. Remember underneath anger is hurt and pain
and underneath tears is hurt and pain. It’s the same
emotion, just expressed differently. Try to imagine what
your partner needs from you in that moment based on
what you are feeling and what you would want from
them e.g. a hug or an apology.

Make time for your relationship

One way to strengthen your relationship, is to find 15mins
each day to really connect with each other without any
distractions. A time where you are fully focused and
present on each other and your relationship. Start off
by sharing what’s working for you and what you would
like more of. The more we give our partner positive
feedback as to what we are enjoying about them and
our relationship, the more likely they are to do more of
that behaviour.
It’s the little actions taken daily that over time have
the biggest impact in our relationship and will be the
difference between a relationship thriving or dying.

Get the best out of your relationship

If we want our relationships to perform at the level
we expect, then we need to put the same amount of
energy and effort into them irrespective of whether it is
a personal or professional one. In the working world we
have regular performance appraisals and reviews yet we
seldom do this in our personal lives with our personal
relationships.

The Relationship Perform Model is a great tool that
you can apply in both your personal and professional
relationships:

If you apply these small actions each day so that
it becomes a part of your lifestyle just like you go to gym
or brush your teeth, your relationship will be able to
withstand any speedbump that comes along the way.

Should I get a divorce?

If however you find yourself on the other side of the
holidays asking yourself the question “Should I get
Divorced?”
My first question I ask a couple is – how long have you
been together?
The reason for this is that every couple goes
through a typical relationship cycle which usually
comes to a crossroads around the 7-9yr mark (hence
the cliche’ ‘The 7 year itch’). However these days it is
happening more around the 3-5yr mark…..
We are living in a world of instant gratification
where people want answers and quick fixes at the click
of a button and an uncontested divorce can be over and
done within 6 weeks. It’s become too easy for people
to opt out of situations and replace it with something
new than to do the hard work. Love does not walk away,
people do.
Don’t get me wrong I’m not saying don’t ever
walk away, there are times to walk away especially

where your safety is in jeopardy and if there is abuse
of any kind (i.e. physical, mental, emotional and sexual
abuse).
As individuals, we grow and evolve with life
experiences and the life stage we find ourselves in can
also play a role. When children come along, it adds a
whole new dynamic to the relationship. When children
leave the home, empty nest syndrome can kick in not
to mention a multitude of other stressful situations
(e.g. changing jobs, moving house, death, illness etc).
If couples are not equipped to manage these changes,
they will soon find themselves heading down the rock
road to divorce or break-up.
There are a number of ways of dealing with the
situation depending on what each couple’s needs are
but it usually comes down to a few basic emotional
needs:
• I want to feel important and valued by my partner
• I want to know that my partner loves and cares
about me
• I want to be appreciated and acknowledged for my
contribution (no matter how big or small it may
seem)
• I want to feel a connection with my partner (not just
in the bedroom)
• I want to be able to share my world (work, hopes,
dreams, fears) with you without being judged
• I want to feel like I am a priority in your life and not a
lastminute.com afterthought.
• I want you to take my needs into account not just
what you want.
If this sounds vaguely familiar then know that you are
not alone and you can turn things around without going
the divorce route. The question you have to ask yourself
is, “how badly do I want to change things and what
am I prepared to do about my role in co-creating this
unhappy space?”
If you’ve got through the holidays and you’re
both determined to try and fix things for good this time,
the next step is having that honest conversation with
each other as to where you are at, how you got there,
why you want to try again and what you’re prepared to
do to make it work.
Some questions you need to answer for each other are:
• How will you both keep each other accountable
to uphold your end of the deal and keep your
relationship from slipping back into the way it was
before which resulted in you getting to where you
are in the first place?
• What are your relationship boundaries going to be?
(i.e. what are the deal breakers/non-negotiables).
This ensures you both know where you stand with
each other and as a couple.
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•

How will you respect, honour and support each other in your relationship, your respective families and
different backgrounds? (usually we see differences
as something to fix instead of that’s what makes us
different and how can we use that to balance our
relationship and each other).

If you both decide that you want to give your relationship
another bash, you both need to understand that it is the
little things done each day that will result in the long
term success of your relationship. As they say, Rome
wasn’t built in a day and neither is a relationship – you
need to work at it every day to build a solid foundation
that will last you a lifetime.
However, should you decide not to continue the
relationship, you both need to find closure in order to be
able to move forward into the next chapter of your life.
Here are some questions you need to consider:
• What do you need in order to let go, gain closure
and move forward to start a new life?
• Do you need answers to any unanswered questions
you still have?
• What if you never get these answers? Can you make
peace with that and move on?
• What if you don’t really want to hear the answers to

•
•
•
•

the questions you are asking? How will it make you
feel and what will that do to you?
Do you need forgiveness – from your partner, from
yourself?
What needs to happen for you to move on e.g.
having no contact with your Ex at all?
What do you need to do to keep yourself focused
and not dwell on old times so that you can move
forward into your new life?
How much time do you need to give yourself in
order to heal and rediscover yourself before you get
involved in a new relationship?

Even if you are in a relationship right now, asking
each other these questions can help you take stock and
breathe new energy into your relationship. We seldom
review our relationships as to what’s working and what’s
not working and only realise that something is seriously
wrong when we’re heading down the rocky road to
break-up or divorce.
If you would like to know more about how to
avoid a break-up/divorce or if you would like to shift
your current relationship into a healthier space, please
get in touch with me. I’ll be happy to assist you to ensure
your relationship remains rock solid to last a lifetime. p

After Uni, I started working for a
pharmaceutical company and somehow it seems to
me like Fate that I had that job…. I started to suffer
from acne all over again, but this time it was different,
it was worse! It was adult acne, which is a very tricky
condition. I used the medicine from the company I
worked for… it worked for a while but then it got
worse. So in desperation, I started explore Chinese
Herbal remedies… In Japan, we have been always
familiar with these herbs . I also tried to understand
cosmetic ingredients as I wanted to know precisely
what was causing my problems… Right up to my
mid-30s, I kept having problems constantly– adult
acne, as well as sensitive and dry skin.
So I know how heart-breaking it is
to have bad skin- it directly affects
your self- confidence. That is the
reason why I am so passionate
about restoring people’s selfconfidence by offering good
products that only use decent,
natural ingredients.
Thanks Yoko. That certainly makes
sense to me! What would you say is
the ideal daily regime for someone
with Acne?

H

ello Yoko – welcome to UK Health Radio!
First of all, please can you tell us why you
are so passionate about helping people
with Acne?
Of course…!
Since I was a teenager, I have suffered from all sorts
of skin problems. It started off with Acne. It was
all over my face and my face was always red and
swollen-looking.. It disappeared when I reached
20 but my skin remained very sensitive and dry probably because of medicine that I had been
using!

Whatever skin problems you have,
I always advise to carry on with
a good basic skin care routine…
that is: clean thoroughly and
moisturise. It sounds basic but it
works!
Always give yourself 5 minutes every morning and
10 minutes every evening to look after your skin particularly in the winter when there are so many
factors to make your skin dry, starting with Central
Heating! In winter, your skin is often much, much
dryer than you think. It is crying out for moisture!
And another thing: never scrub your skin harshly,
always be gentle with your skin… Friction will
damage your epidermis - that is the think outer
layer of your skin that is designed to protect it.. I
recommend you treat your skin like you would treat

a loved one… you don’t treat your dearest friends
harshly do you? People tend to be thoughtless
or actively unkind to their own skin. ..!

Interview Yoko Obpta

I would recommend a wash-off-type skin
cleanser for daily use… Then moisturise your skin
with a good quality water-based moisturizer- such
as our Shoyaku Herb Essence Rejuvenation Serum
which provides excellent hydration and gently
‘plumps up’ your skin. Then finish off with a good
oil-based moisturising cream or facial oil.
Thanks Yoko – that all sounds very good to me…
Finally, in your expert opinion, what are the key
ingredients now available to help people with
problem skin?
I love this topic! I always get excited when I
talk about ingredients!
One of the hottest ingredients in the
cosmetics industry right now is Ginseng…
particularly the ones coming from Korea! They
are very good quality because the Koreans have
cultivated this plant for hundreds of years, patiently
using their own special methods which typically
involve several years of special care. They have used
Ginseng-based remedies to cure or prevent all sorts
of health problems and skin issues. It is trusted so
much in the Far East.
One of the most amazing effects of Ginseng
is that it actually prevents the loss of hyaluronic
acid in your skin. This becomes more and more of a
problem as you get older!
Another amazing ingredient I’d recommend
is Mulberry Bark…We call it SO-HAKU-HI in
Japanese, where it has been used to help beautify
skin for hundreds of years… It’s very versatile - you
can ingest it internally and or apply it externally.
It has everything to make your skin beautiful!
It has both anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant
properties … What’s more, it also has amazing skinbrightening qualities!
Thank you Yoko…
On behalf of UK Health Radio and everyone who
will benefit from your experience and expertise:
thank you, thank you!

KOTOHA Cosmetics London offers
award winning highly effective skin and
hair care products. We are the winner
of Platinum Award in Janey Loves
Platinum Award 2016, prestigious
award for natural and organic products.
Our product formula is the fusion of modern
skincare science and techniques with centuries old
traditional ‘Shoyaku’ oriental herbs-which have
been relied upon in the Far East for centries. All
of our product formulations consist in the precise
combination of advanced natural ingredients and
traditional oriental herbs manufactured to the
highest specifications.
Our mission is to uplift people’s confidence
by providing a range of high quality beauty
products rooted in the herbal tradition of the Far
East. We make difference by sharing the joy of
having a great skin and hair.
All products are available from our website:
www.kotohalondon.com
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Dipbetes Corner

Diabetes and the
Festive Season
by Maureen Sullivan, RN, CDE*
*(CDE-Certified Diabetic Educator) www.MaureenSullivanRN.com

‘T
•

•

Control your surroundings as much as possible.
First off, the holiday meal is simply that- a single
meal, and not a free pass to unlimited eating
and drinking. Stick to your normal, healthy, day
to day food choices and you lower the risk of
erratic blood sugar levels. Although you may
not control the menu when invited out to eat,
expect some variation and prepare ahead of
time. Offer to bring an appetizer (fruit or veggie
tray) or main dish to a family gathering, and you
gain some control over your surroundings. (Did
you slip up despite your best efforts? Forgive
yourself and move on. Just don’t let an isolated
slip-up ruin your entire day, by giving way to
continued poor food choices).
Stay active during the holidays. Holiday stress is
real. Although we enjoy the quality time spent
with family and friends, there is significant
stress around balancing work, social activities,
and family time. Mark your calendars with

•

Keep your expectations realistic. Although
easier said than done, we need to learn to keep
things simple, when possible. Preplanning
menu items, holiday decorations, gift giving
and more are all ways to keep you focused,
energized and able to enjoy the moment. Take
time now to seek out easy food recipes, stock
the pantry early, and have diabetic friendly food
items within easy reach.

•

Focus. When all is said, and done, the holidays are
not about the food, gifts, and gatherings. They
are about celebrating what is truly important:
family and friends; good health and happiness.
Take a moment and truly appreciate all the
blessings in your life. Close out 2016 celebrating
the year gone by, with all its wonderment, and
welcome 2017 with open arms. Happy holidays!
p
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dedicated “me time”. Yoga, meditation, dance,
bicycling and walks are all easy ways to reduce
stress. Do not let bad weather negatively
impact your workouts. When the weather is
challenging, head to the local gym or indoor
mall. Furthermore, limit alcohol intake, get a
good night’s sleep, and stay hydrated. Lower
stress levels also reduce the risk of poor food
choices, and stress related food binges. Good
health practices ensure you will be feeling your
best during the holiday season.

is the season indeed. Family, food,
festivities and more (food). The holiday
season can be especially challenging
for persons with diabetes. Fortunately, a little preplanning will help you control the temptations and
enjoy the holidays to the fullest. Here’s a few tips
to maximize your health and wellbeing during the
upcoming season.

Christmas Offer

We would like to offer special Christmas gift ideas.
All products are delivered with Christmas themed
tissue paper until 23rd December. And we would like
to offer an exclusive 10% Discount for UK Health Radio
listeners. Simply quote this special discount code when
ordering: Healthradio16

Edible Gifts and Treats
for Children to Create this

Christmas

A

s Christmas approaches and the mad
frenzy of decorating, present shopping and
food preparation ensues it’s also a great
opportunity for some Christmas crafts for children.
Friends and family often love receiving home made
gifts and if they are edible and healthy they’re
bound to be a hit.
This is a great opportunity to get children
in the kitchen and talk about food. Hunt out old
jam jars, gift boxes and some Kilner bottles and get
making.

Here are 6 healthy, edible gifts children
can create this holiday season.

Raw Chocolates:

Chocolate treats are a favourite gift option at
Christmas time so how about surprise someone
with a ‘healthier’ option and make them some raw
chocolates.
Ingredients:
• 3tbsp. cacao Powder
• 50g cacao Butter
• 2-3 tbsp. sweetener – raw honey, maple syrup,
sweet freedom
• 2 drops of flavour – peppermint, vanilla, orange
extract
• Chocolate mould/petit four cases
Method:
• Melt the cacao butter in a bowl over a pan of
water.
• Add the cacao powder, sweetener and
flavouring to the melted butter.
• Lay the mould or cases out on a tray/plate.
• Use a teaspoon to spoon the mix into the
moulds or cases.
• Put into the freezer or fridge to set and put into
a box prior to giving.

Festive Granola:

This granola recipe is a great breakfast choice over
the festive season and can be made a few weeks
before Christmas. It’s packed with buckwheat,
which contains both soluble and insoluble fibre
and can help cholesterol balance, blood sugar
levels and digestive health.
Ingredients:
• 220g rolled oats
• 200g raw buckwheat groats
• 150g dried fruit & nuts (cranberries & pecans)
• 75g mixed seeds
• 1 tsp. vanilla extract
• 3 tbsp. maple syrup
• 2 tsps. cinnamon
• 2tbsp. coconut oil
• 20g coconut flakes
• 1 tsp. ginger
• ½ tsp. nutmeg
Method:
• Preheat the oven to at 180°c/350°F/Gas Mark 4.
• Line a baking tray with parchment paper and
toast the coconut flakes for 2 minutes.
• Combine all the ingredients in a bowl, mixing
well.
• Lay out on the baking tray and bake for 10
minutes, mix well and bake for an additional 10.
• Leave to cool, pour into your gift jar, add a
ribbon and give to someone.

Spiced Dry Marinade:

This spicy rub is perfect for flavouring fish, meat
or vegetables and makes a great gift. Spices like
coriander, cumin and turmeric are rich in antioxidants
and anti-inflammatory properties which can support
immunity and digestive health.
Ingredients:
• 60g paprika
• 2 tsp. chilli powder
• 2 tbsp. cumin
• 1 tbsp. ground coriander
• 1 tsp. turmeric
• 1tbsp. cayenne pepper
• Seasoning
Method:
• Mix all the ingredients together and pour into a jar.
Tie with ribbon and add a label. On the label add
that the 1 tbsp. of oil can be added to 1 tsp. of rub
to make a marinade for fish, meat or vegetables.

Lemon Bliss Balls:

This recipe is from my new book Heat-Free and Healthy
which is available on my website and via Amazon. It’s
teaming with natural sweetness, antiviral and antiinflammatory properties so a great alternative to
some of those less healthier Christmas treats!

Method:
• Grate the lemon to remove the zest and add the
zest to a blender.
• Add all the other ingredients to the blender and
pulse until well combined.
• Roll mix into teaspoon sized balls and store in the
fridge until you need them.

Boxing Day Herby Dipping Oil:

This oil provides lots of flavour and looks amazing
presented in a bottle. The herbs and garlic also provide
antibacterial and antiviral properties to support your
immunity over the holidays.
Ingredients:
• ½ tsp. dried garlic
• 1 tsp. mustard seeds
• 2-3 peppercorns
• 1 tsp. salt
• 2 tbsp. dried mixed herbs
• 120 ml Extra virgin olive oil
• A sprig of rosemary
• 2-3 sage leaves
Method:
• Crush the garlic, mustard, peppercorns, salt and
dried herbs in a mortar and pestle.
• Put them in a clean jar/bottle.
• Wash and dry the rosemary and sage and add to
the jar/bottle.
• Gently warm the oil in a pan, only until lukewarm
and pour over the herbs.
• Leave to infuse for a week and tie with ribbon, add
a label and give to someone.

Spicy Flaxseed Crackers:

Ingredients:
• 200g soft dried dates
• 100g ground almonds/mixed seeds
• 100g desiccated coconut
• 1 lemon
• 50g chia seeds
• 1tbsp. honey/maple syrup (optional)

These are great crackers for
a Boxing Day buffet or when
unexpected guests arrive.
They contain flaxseeds,
which contain fibre that
support the body to reduce
‘unhealthy’
cholesterol,
balance blood sugar and
suppress hunger. They will
keep for 2 weeks so perfect
to make a few days before
Christmas.

Method:
• Blend the tomatoes and the sun-dried tomatoes
to a puree.
• Mix the other ingredients together.
• Gradually add the puree.
• Spread thinly (2-4 mm) on 3 baking trays lined
with baking parchment.
• Score the surface into triangles or rectangles.
• Bake in the oven at 50˚C / 120˚F for 2 hours.
• Turn over and bake directly on the oven shelves
for a further hour.
• Cool, break apart and pop into an airtight jar as a
gift.

The Food Teacher,
Katharine Tate, has worked
as a teacher and education
consultant internationally in
primary and secondary schools
for over 20 years. Qualified
as a registered nutritional
therapist, Katharine, combines
her unique education and nutrition expertise to offer
schools, organisations and families advice, education
programmes, practical workshops, and individual/
family clinical consultations. Katharine also presents
The Food Teacher show on UK Health Radio where
she discusses the importance of food for health and
wellbeing. She has published 2 books: ‘Heat-Free
& Healthy’ and the award-winning ‘No Kitchen
Cookery for Primary Schools’. Look out for The Food
Teacher at Food Festivals and events throughout the
country during 2016.
email: info@thefoodteacher.co.uk
www.thefoodteacher.co.uk
subscribe to her newsletter here
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Ingredients:
• 200g whole flaxseeds
• 50g ground flaxseeds
• 50g chia seeds
• 20g sesame seeds
• 50g sun-dried tomatoes (not in oil)
• Chili flakes
• 1 tsp. mixed herbs
• 300g tomatoes

Healthcare pdvocacy

The Patient

Advocate
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A Monthly Healthcare Advocacy Editorial by Joni Aldrich,
Christopher Jerry, and Graham Whiteside

Y

MEDICATIONS (LEGAL ONES) WITH DANGEROUS
CONSEQUENCES; IT’S NOT “JUST A PILL”

ou
have
seen
the
pharmaceutical
commercials…if you take Drug A, your toe
fungus will get better, but you will bleed from
yours eyes, get cancer, and your toe may fall off. I am
exaggerating to make a point. All pharmaceutical
drugs have side effects—some can be serious,
and certain medications may have a dangerous
interaction. We also know that co-morbidities can
affect whether a patient should take a medication—
which medical concern is more serious? It’s a delicate
balance.
The intent of this article is:
1. To reinforce the importance of patient and
caregiver education of the medications and

supplements they are taking and their short- and
long-term side effects.
2. Stress the fact that some medications are
overused—please don’t take them unless you
have an absolute diagnosis—it’s not “just a pill”.
3. To emphasize prescribed medication concerns in
segments of the population (such as the elderly).
Authors note: Do not go to your medicine cabinet and
start throwing out pills. If you need prescribed medicine
for a medical condition and natural methods will not
work, continue to take them with adequate monitoring
by medical professionals. And always check with your
doctor to see if it is safe to either taper off or stop using
prescription drugs.

Antidepressants
Are They Right for YOU?

knowledgeable when it comes to many diseases and
health concerns, most would agree that they lack
the specific knowledge and caution that’s required
to prescribe antidepressants.” ~Mental Health Daily,
Who Can Prescribe Antidepressants?
We all experience periods of stress, sadness,
and self-doubt. Does that make us clinically
depressed? According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, (CDC), anti-depressants
are among the three most frequently prescribed
therapeutic drugs, yet two-thirds of people prescribed
anti-depressants don’t meet the criteria for depression.
By taking them, patients are opening themselves up
to serious negative side effects—including thoughts
of suicide.

“A new study published in The Journal of Clinical
Psychiatry reports some 69% of people taking
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), the
primary type of antidepressants, have never suffered
from major depressive disorder (MDD). Perhaps worse,
38% have never in their lifetime met the criteria for
MDD, obsessive compulsive disorder, panic disorder,
social phobia, or generalized anxiety disorder…”
~Chris Weller, Medical Daily, April 2015
I’m human, too. When 45-year-old husband
died, the last weeks of his life were absolute torture for
both of us. The cancer in his brain made him a different
person from the man I had been with for 22 years.
He was bitter, resentful, and sometimes downright
nasty—adding insult to injury to my mental sensitivity.
Yes, I knew it was the brain cancer. No, I wasn’t offered
the support I needed from the medical community to
get through it. After Gordon died, I asked my doctor
for prescription anti-depressants to numb my pain.
After the fourth sample, I suffered severe neuropathy
in my feet and legs (not where I wanted my numbing
to be)…much like my husband had suffered during
his cancer treatment. Thank goodness a friend asked
me to start exercising again. I still grieved Gordon’s
loss very deeply, but I got through it the old-fashioned
way…with time, counseling and support from my
friends.
“In
most
countries,
antidepressant
medications must be prescribed by a qualified medical
professional. Although general practitioners are very

Are some antidepressants safer than others
regarding suicide risk? Yes. A study featured in
American Family Physician (www.aafp.org) in the
July 1st, 2015 issue contained this information:
“Mirtazapine (Remeron) and venlafaxine are
associated with higher rates of completed suicide
in primary care patients. Rates of suicide attempts
and completion are similar with the use of selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and tricyclic
antidepressants.” The article also noted that: “Suicide
rates were higher in the first 28 days of treatment.”
This is not just a U.S. problem. Other countries
that have a high rate of antidepressant drug use are
Iceland, Australia, Portugal, Canada, Sweden, United
Kingdom, and Denmark, according to a report at www.
oecd.org (Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development).
Wouldn’t you think that antidepressant use
would (by it’s very nature) need to be followed up
with a visit to a mental health professional?
Diagnosing depression and keeping it under control
can be difficult; it can manifest very differently in
different people. Diagnosis may be delayed because
symptoms are masked by other health problems.
Recently, a family friend at aged 74 was showing signs
of deep depression…but it could have been dementia.
The difference between the two illnesses would have
significantly affected the way that her family planned
for her care in the future—she would improve with
depression, but get worse with dementia.

Antipsychotic drugs are approved for patients
with mental health issues, but not for dementia. In
2015, the FDA gave its strongest warning – a so-called
black box warning – telling physicians not to prescribe
antipsychotics to people with dementia because they
can cause heart failure, infection and death. Despite
the warning, a Government Accountability Office
report released this month found one-third of longterm nursing home residents with dementia have
received antipsychotics.

The Remedy is Worse Than the Disease:
Pain Medications
There is currently no medical test for
depression or any mental illness outside of a psychiatric
evaluation, however, a blood test being studied
could lead to personalized depression treatments for
patients, giving doctors a tool that can identify which
antidepressants are likely to work for patients the first
time around. It takes weeks to determine whether an
antidepressant works or not, and then more time to
try a different medication if it does not…when timing
is critical in a correctly diagnosed depressed patient.
Are anti-anxiety medications better than
anti-depressants? A recent study showed that
Valium, Ativan, Xanax and Klonopin use is associated
with as much as a 51% higher risk of Alzheimer’s
disease among people who use the drugs for three
months or more.

One of the most difficult issues in cancer
care is pain control. When my husband Gordon was
admitted to the hospital with aggressive multiple
myeloma, the pain he was experiencing was off the
charts. Among the drugs he was given were Dilaudid
(hydromorphone), Hydrocodone, Oxycontin, and
Fentanyl. One morning he woke up with muscle
jerking. During the day, I kept asking what was
causing it. No answer. During dinner, he became
more combatant and the jerking continued. At that
point, I called the nurses station and told them to “do
something right now”. I recall that the nurse ran into
Gordon’s room and started jerking fentanyl patches
off of his skin one-by-one.

The Frightening Side of Psychiatric
Drugs and Their Use in the Elderly
An article excerpt from USA Today by Tanya Bibeau
sited the following shocking information:
“The most dangerous of these are major
tranquilizer, also known as neuroleptic (nerveseizing) drugs or anti-psychotics. Introduced in the
mid-1950s, the most commonly used are Haldol
(haloperidol),
Compazine
(prochlorperazine),
(Thorazine (chlorpromazine), Navane (thiothixene),
Prolixin (fluphenazine), Mellaril (thioridazine), and
Trilafon (perhenazine). Their purpose is to create
‘maximum behavioral disruption’. Through chemicals,
psychiatrists sought to sabotage thought processes
and thereby deny the person control of his own body.
Thorazine became known as a ‘chemical lobotomy.’”

“Toxicology tests for Prince concluded that the
entertainer died from an accidental overdose of the
opioid fentanyl… Fentanyl, prescribed by doctors for
cancer treatment, can be made illicitly and is blamed
for a spike in overdose deaths in the U.S. It’s 25 to 50
times more potent than heroin and 50 to 100 times
more potent than morphine, according to the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration.” ~ Ralph Ellis and
Sara Sidner, CNN, June 3, 2016

While Prince’s fentanyl was self-administered,
Gordon’s was prescribed—but we were never made
aware of the dangers of this drug. Among the side
effects listed in drugs.com, there are 53 major side
effects (including convulsions, seizures, chest pain,
irregular heartbeat, and Gordon’s muscle twitching or
jerking and confusion) and 27 minor side effects.

that your care recipient has shared all of this pertinent
information with their healthcare team. If you note
any of the following symptoms, it may indicate that
the patient’s medications are not mixing well: rash,
fever, diarrhea, mild difficulty breathing, and a rapid
or slow heartbeat. More serious reactions include
seizures and anaphylactic shock.

Gordon was also on Dilaudid, and listen to
this note about it: “Dilaudid can slow or stop your
breathing…” Yes, pain control is real and necessary
for painful diseases such as cancer. However, it is
important for patients and their caregivers to know
what pain medications they are taking, and how long
they can take them before they become addictive.

Sometimes Not Even the Researchers
Know the Long-Term Effects

Adverse Drug Reactions — Over 2
Million Serious ADR’s Yearly
Adverse Drug Reactions are one of the leading
causes of morbidity and mortality in healthcare. The
slide with this article entitled “Why Learn About
Adverse Drug Reactions?” came from the FDA Website.
“After analyzing common combinations
of pills—which include statins, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), anti-platelet agents
such as aspirin and clopidogrel, and anticoagulants
like warfarin—the researchers found that the
number of older people at risk of a serious drug-drug
interaction nearly doubled over five years—from 8.4
to 15.1 percent.” ~HealthAfter50
As a patient, make sure that all of your physicians
are aware of all medications, herbal remedies and
supplements you are taking. As a caregiver, make sure

As a cancer advocate, a recent headline caught
my attention: “Common prostate cancer treatment
linked to later dementia.” The study at the Stanford
University School of Medicine found that men with
prostate cancer who are treated with testosteronelowering drugs are twice as likely to develop dementia
within five years as prostate cancer patients whose
testosterone levels are not adjusted.
We all need to be aware that there are
long-term side effects that may be unknown
about treatments and medications. It pays to hire a
specialist for your medical care who stays up with the
latest findings and research. In the world of cancer,
it’s always helpful for the patient and their family
members to learn as much as they can, too, about the
latest studies and findings.

Author’s Notes:

Thank you Health Triangle Magazine for this
monthly article to help patients and caregivers protect
themselves when they enter the healthcare system.
Written by Joni Aldrich, Pulitzer prize nominated
author, speaker, radio program host and producer,
cancer, caregiving, and patient safety advocate.
Contributions by Graham Whiteside, Vice President
of Sales and Marketing SIMnext LLC, and Chris Jerry,
founder and CEO of The Emily Jerry Foundation
(www.emilyjerryfoundation.org) and international
patient safety advocate.			
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Observing how you work

In a gym you may not want to expose your belly,
but it’s actually good to see those muscles working
and focus on your movements and position. Also
if a move is difficult, you can stop or take it slowly
without feeling people are watching you and
thinking you are wimping out. Plus, there is no
one to compare your progress with. At home you
can pace yourself and make adjustments that feel
comfortable for you.

Saves money and time

A

lot of people think that exercising at home
is not effective, but you can actually get as
great a workout as you can with any gym. As
a Master Trainer and someone who focuses mainly
on bodyweight exercises, I am going to show you
how you can burn fat and build muscle without
resorting to exercising at a club. This is very timely,
because we are coming up to the period where a
lot of people pay a lot of money for a membership
they will hardly use.
Before I start with some exercises, I’ll go
through why working out at home can be more
effective and how “working in is the new working
out”

Style – Who cares!

It really doesn’t matter what you wear as
long as you’re comfortable. So no need to waste
time deciding what outfit best disguises the bits
of you that you would like to change – it doesn’t
actually matter, you’re at home.

Equipment

You don’t need to buy expensive gym equipment to
score a trim and healthy body. With some guidance,
a home workout can engage as many, if not more
muscles than in a gym and by keeping moving you
keep your heart rate up. The only equipment you
need is your body and I’ll show you how a no-gym
fat burner will get you into killer condition fast. In
fact, the design of many gym machines means your
body is supported throughout the exercise, which
means you might not even be using your core
muscles.

Health and gym memberships can be pretty
expensive, particularly if you don’t use them.
Workout at home and use the money to buy yourself
a reward for your progress. Then, there’s the amount
of time spent getting ready to go to the gym, plus
travel time and the time spent working out. You can
easily say goodbye to up to three hours.

Posers

Some clubs are great, but there are many where
you see a bunch of preening people who can’t
stop looking at themselves in the mirror. If you’re
one of those people, then fine, but it’s not the type
of atmosphere I enjoy working out to. It can be
quite intimidating especially if you don’t feel that
confident with your body, let’s face it we all have
areas that we would like to improve. The privacy of
your own home provides an environment where
this is not an issue. Make all the grunts and groans
you want to get the workout done. If your family
are anything like mine, they will leave you to get on
with it!

Music

Music is a great motivator when it comes to working
out, but it needs to be to your taste, at home you
pick the music that motivates you and find tracks
that work at the correct tempo for you.

More variety in workouts

I’ve found I tended to do the same thing every-time
I went to the gym. At home you can change it up
so you don’t get so bored. If you are looking for
inspiration, why not try one of my workout at home
packages.

Here are 6 effective moves than can help you
trim and tone and work every part of the body
and can be done as a short 5 -10 minute workout.

JOGGING ON THE SPOT

ALL FOURS

This will work your bottom muscles. Squeeze them
as you lift your leg up to a slightly wider than 90
degree angle. Keep the leg bent throughout. Do
sixteen on each leg

Great for warming up muscles and you can vary the
intensity. If you use this as a warm up, jog on the
spot for one minute. You can add some dynamic or
moving stretches like hamstring
curls towards the end of the
minute.

STAR JUMP AND
TOUCH THE FLOOR

This is a great cardio move, do
it at as high intensity as you
can but make sure you pause
between jumps. To simplify,
try a half star jump and take
out the floor touch.

C- SIT AND HOLD

Hold this position for one minute, this will really get
your stomach muscles fired up.

SIDE PLANK

Get the oblique’s and deep
core
muscles
working
effectively. The most important
thing to remember with this
move, is to get your hips off the
ground. Then bring your knee
to your elbow. Do 2 sets of 8 on
each side.

V- PRESS UP TO FINISH

This is an overall strength move. If you struggle to
do a full press up, this move can be done with the
knee down on the supporting leg. Aim to do eight
of these. As you get stronger, you can progress to
16 and then 32.

At the end of every workout, I always cool down
with a series of static stretches, these will help keep
DOMS (delayed onset muscle soreness) at bay.

Motivation

and place your schedule on a wall, somewhere
visible. Even better if you have a schedule that
you can tick and feel a sense of achievement
when completed.

People often tell me that they find it hard to find
the motivation when at home as there are so many
distractions. So here are some handy tips to
•

Have a clear goal in mind before you start.
If it’s losing inches, or fitting into that outfit,
define your goal before you start and take the
necessary measurements.

•

Old habits die hard so make sure your
programme is a minimum of twelve weeks.
Research suggests that the brain needs at least
12 weeks to establish a routine.

•

Find a designated area in your home to workout,
somewhere that is conducive to exercise, a
space out of the way, where the family won’t
interrupt you

Finally, when you have reached your goal, it not
over, your gains are reversible, exercise is a way of
life. Make it part of your routine and only then will
you realise the full benefits it can bring.

•

Workout how much time you have available to
workout.

•

To maximise the effectiveness of your workout,
you will need to be consistent. There is no point
doing it sporadically, it won’t work. So create a
workout timetable that fits in with your home life

You can find more inspiration on my website
www.ladyxsize.com where you can subscribe to
“Workout At Home,” my online workout area. Use
code LADYXSIZEFAB for 50% off my Fabulous Abs
60day exercise and meal plan package.
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Anthem

Ppetry Corner

by Leonard Cohen

selected by Malcolm Stern

The birds they sang
At the break of day
Start again
I heard them say
Don’t dwell on what
Has passed away
Or what is yet to be
Yeah the wars they will
Be fought again
The holy dove
She will be caught again
Bought and sold
And bought again
The dove is never free

My song is anthem.
“Every heart to love shall come but like a refugee”

Ring the bells (ring the bells) that still can
ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack in everything (there is a
crack in everything)
That’s how the light gets in

Leonard is my all time hero. For me there
are 2 distinct personas - pre Monastery and post 5
years of Buddhist training with his teacher at Mount
Baldy. Leonard was always a great poet but in his
early days his music was often described as music
to slit your wrists to. He lived an excessive early
life - sex drugs and alcohol. William Blake said the
road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom. There
is little doubt that in his later years, he became a
sage using the medium of his extraordinary lyrics
and exquisite music to educate and reflect on life’s
deepest secrets. The amazing thing was that his
music became joyful, optimistic and uplifting. He
had humility, humour and impeccable dress sense.
His concerts were like a call to prayer in the company
of like minded others. His later songs were often a
refection on death and he faced it with dignity and
grace.

We asked for signs
The signs were sent
The birth betrayed
The marriage spent
Yeah the widowhood
Of every government
Signs for all to see

One of my friends reflected that his dying
evoked in her, irrationally, a sense of loss normally
attributed to an intimate partner or parent. I feel
the same . I doubt that his like will be seen again.
“Going home without my burdens - going home
behind the curtains - going home without the
costume that I wore.”

I can’t run no more
With that lawless crowd
While the killers in high places
Say their prayers out loud
But they’ve summoned, they’ve summoned
up
A thundercloud
And they’re going to hear from me
Ring the bells that still can ring ...

Rest in Peace brave warrior
of the spirit.
Malcolm Stern is cofounder and co-director of
“Alternatives” Piccadilly
( multi -disciplinary lecture
and workshop series )
www.alternatives.org.uk
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TheYes to Life Show
by Robin Daly
Founder & Chairman, Yes to Life

A

s we hurtle towards the end of another year, the
Christmas break will hopefully offer us a chance
to reflect on our lives and on the lives of those
around us. No matter how often we are told that our
health is our greatest gift, tragically most of us only fully
realise this in retrospect, looking back longingly to the
time before it failed in the face of our careless lifestyle.
If you have a serious condition such as cancer, you’ll
maybe know just what an isolating and challenging
situation this can be. But if you’re fortunate enough to
still be enjoying good health, then why not think about
valuing it even more highly, and if you know people
with cancer or another serious health challenge, the
Christmas period could provide a great opportunity to
give much-needed support in the form of friendship,
practical help or a myriad of other ways that can help
pave the way back to health. And curiously, there’s
pretty much nothing that has the power bring us more
personal happiness than such simple gestures towards
those we love.

their consumer goods, by lassoing our innate kindness
with bouncing boxers and re-acquainted robins?
Millions spent to perfectly propose that the company
has our shared values and interest, when in reality, the
agenda is to hijack our senses and emotions, in a bid for
social-shares and pointless-purchases.
But before you declare “humbug” there is
another aspect to this proliferating phenomena that
leaves me with resounding hope. Each of these adverts,
every one of them, has a consistent theme: that theme
is always selflessness, kindness and altruism. Whether
a young boy is praying for his sister to receive new
shoes, or a snowman transverses terrains to be united
with his lost love, we are always compelled by these
notions of empathy and kindness. These adverts are
the most shared, loved, watched and re-watched media
of the year. This tells us something fundamental about
our nature; it is in giving, in kindness and in support of
others that we truly find joy, something that these large
corporations know only too well.

Three recent guests from the Yes to Life Show
have generously provided articles for the last issue of
HTM for 2016, writing about charity, healing, diet and
therapy.

As the founder of a charity, it is
my job to try and empower and
inspire people to better connect
with these innate qualities, rather
than try and reach people through
guilt or morale obligation. I am the
co-founder of Victoria’s Promise,
a charity established after my
sister Victoria, 29, passed away
Alex Eastman
from cancer, having promised to
use her experiences to go on to help others. We now
offer in-depth support to young women going through
cancer, with a range of holistic and crucial services,
from coaching and counselling, to wig funding, beauty
therapy and specialist oncology massages.

Small charity with
a big heart

Alex Eastman,
co-founder of Victoria’s Promise

Victoria Van Der
Westhuizen

As the winter nights draw in,
the festive decorations begin
to adorn the doorways and
dining rooms of homes up
and down the country, our
TV screens, news feeds and
inboxes begin to fill up with the
familiar Christmas adverts. Year
on year the competition grows.
Which powerhouse company
will manage to manipulate our
festive goodwill and merriment
and funnel it in the direction of

Our charity has been built upon the principles
Victoria herself embodied - strive to make people feel
good, positive, included, loved and happy. With this
in mind we are launching two Christmas hampers. We
have teamed up with Jane Iredale and Jennifer Young
of Beauty Despite cancer, to put together two nontoxic, natural skin care and ‘pamper hampers’ for people
looking for the perfect gift for someone undergoing

cancer treatment. So your gift will not only be loved by
the recipient, but will also raise funds to support other
young women with cancer.

Grace and Polly Victoria’s Promise

Alex Eastma
n
Promise Thir - Victoria’s
d Annual Ba
We may not have the
ll
budget of these large companies,
but we have twice the heart, and I believe that will
see us reach thousands of women across the UK with
vital supportive services and a powerful community
of people. Find out more about the cause and our
Christmas Hampers on our website. Merry Christmas!

Listen to an interview with Alex here.

www.victoriaspromise.com

Puyssentut - a healing retreat deep
in the French countryside
Angela Wood, co-founder of Puyssentut

“Amazing, wonderful, deeply
relaxed, refreshed, ready to
continue with the journey
equipped with more
resources”. This is how Fran, dealing
with secondary cancer, felt after
spending a week at Puyssentut.
Puyssentut (pronounced pweesen-toot) is a retreat in South West
France for people with, or recovering
from, cancer. It was established by

me and my partner Dirk-Karel de Geus. We emigrated
with our two young daughters from the Netherlands
to set it up. Since it opened its doors three years ago
there has been a steady stream of people who have
arrived feeling fatigued, fearful and stressed and have
experienced relaxation, connection, renewed energy,
inspiration and much more.
Puyssentut is not a clinic where people are
treated for cancer, it is a haven where guests are provided
with the time and space to begin to recover and heal,
supported and nurtured by a team of professional
therapists, teachers and chefs.
		
During a Restore
and Revitalise retreat we
offer yoga, complementary
treatments,
meditation,
counselling, advice on
nutrition and other aspects
of well-being and self-care,
and delicious meals balanced to the needs of people
dealing with cancer. All of this is provided within the
idyllic setting of a medieval chateau with lovely, flowerfilled gardens which offer numerous spaces to rest and
relax.
Puyssentut’s aim is to support people while
they undergoing treatment for cancer so that they can
maximise the benefit of the treatment with as few sideeffects as possible, and to help those who are ‘out the
other side’ to recuperate, to reconnect with themselves
and to get back on their feet and back into daily life,
equipped with tools to help keep them
as healthy as
possible.

Carl visited Puyssentut because
he was losing weight rapidly and was experiencing
debilitating side-effects which meant he had been
forced to take a break in treatment. After a Puyssentut
retreat he completed chemotherapy and found “no
side effects at all” from the last 3 doses. “I’m sure the
Puyssentut effect has helped me sail through it” he
declared.

Ketogenics and cancer

Patricia Daly,
Nutritionist and Author of The Ketogenic Kitchen

Ashleigh, a young
mum with two boisterous
boys, needed a break after
completing treatment: “After
a year of brutal treatment I wasn’t sure I would ever feel
like ‘me’ again. Puyssentut has given me the space and
the tools to redefine what I can be and how I can feel
in myself and allowed me to adapt to the new me, and
realise she’s ok too.”
Equipping guests with ideas and tools they
can apply back in daily life is an important aspect of
the Puyssentut philosophy. In response to guests’
keen interest to know more about the food that the
specialised chefs provide and its health-giving benefits,
Puyssentut have recently introduced a series of Hands
on Health cookery retreats which aim to provide
guests with inspiration, knowledge and skills to cook
holistically at home. These are open to everyone (not
just those with cancer) and build on the Restore and
Revitalise retreats. As Liz remarked, “the wonderful
nurturing, loving environment that I had experienced
on previous occasions permeated this retreat but on
top of that was the opportunity to go deeper into the
benefit of holistic cooking which was hugely enjoyable,
interesting, exciting and powerful.”
Listen to an interview with Angela here.

www.puyssentut.org

Puyssentut will be offering 5 retreats in 2017:
22-29 April: Restore and Revitalise
1-7 May: Hands on Health

		
In recent times,
the word “ketogenic” has become
somewhat of a buzzword in the
nutritional world. The benefits
of ketone bodies and nutritional
ketosis are being researched
around the world; for instance
in the context of diabetes,
epilepsy, cardiovascular disease,
neurological dysfunctions and
Patricia Daly
also cancer. The ketogenic diet
can be part of a metabolic protocol for cancer patients,
as was discussed at this year’s Yes to Life Annual
Conference “’Charging down the wrong path’ Is Cancer
a metabolic, epigenetic disease?”.

Image: Bigstock

Put very simply, keto eating chops the very
top (treats) and bottom (carb-heavy foods) off the
food pyramid and flips it upside down. Instead of
carbohydrates you get the bulk of your calorie intake
from healthy fats in the form of oily fish, avocados, olives,
coconut products and also fatty cuts of meat. Protein
intake is adequate but not unrestricted. This is probably
one of the biggest difference to the popular Atkins diet,
where people get used to eating copious amounts of
steak and egg for breakfast!

Carbs are treated with the caution once reserved
for butter. This means that they predominantly come
from non-starchy vegetables that are rich in fibre (like
broccoli, green leafy vegetables, mushrooms, asparagus,			
artichokes), fermented starchy vegetables (beetroot
and carrots) or also small amounts of fruit (berries and
pomegranates are preferable).
So what is the relevance of a ketogenic approach
and what does it mean for your body? When somebody
is eating in a ketogenic way, the goal is to get the body

have shown a nice synergy between the diet and both
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. It’s now such a rapidly
evolving field that it should and can no longer be
ignored.
Important Disclaimer: There is no evidence that the
ketogenic diet can cure cancer. It should only be used
in conjunction with conventional therapies and not as
an alternative. Pre-clinical studies are compelling, but
not conclusive.
Listen to an interview with Patricia here.

Sincere thanks to all our listeners to the Yes to Life Show
and to Health Triangle readers for your interest in Yes to
Life and for sharing our passion for Integrative Medicine.
I look forward to another exciting year ahead of developments to improve the lot of those with cancer.
Very best wishes for the coming Christmas period,
Robin Daly
Founder & Chairman, Yes to Life

YOUR GUIDE TO INTEGRATING COMPLEMENTARY AND CONVENTIONAL MEDICINE

THE FUTURE 0F CANCER CARE

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE

THE CANCER
REVOLUTION

www.patriciadaly.com
www.theketogenickitchen.com
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relating to the destruction or
dissolution of a cell

toxic to cells

normal process whereby cells gain a
specific identity and purpose as they
develop, e.g. skin cells, liver cells

the endocrine system is a collection
of glands that secrete hormones
directly into the bloodstream to be
carried towards a distant target organ

unstable atoms, produced naturally
in the body or introduced externally
(e.g. by smoking), which can
damage cells, proteins and DNA

study of blood, blood-forming
organs and blood diseases

cytokine

cytolytic

cytotoxic
(cytotoxicity)

differentiation

endocrine

free radicals

haemotology
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Patricia Peat is the founder of Cancer Options, a consultancy supporting
people in building personalised integrative programmes of cancer care. In this
guide for those with cancer and their carers, Patricia is supported by a wealth
of international expert contributors, including:

Author and Contributors

Founder and Chairman, Yes to Life

large and diverse group of small
proteins that affect the behaviour
of other cells and are a crucial
component of immune response

chelation

Robin Daly

treatment, often intravenously
administered, to bind to and remove
toxic heavy metals

catabolism
(catabolic)

Integrative Medicine is the broadest possible approach to treatment, one that
leaves no stone unturned. It is more comfortable with doing too much than
with taking the risk of missing a vital piece of the puzzle. In this important
new handbook, Patricia Peat has assembled a world-class team of experts
to offer practical information on nutrition, lifestyle, conventional medicine and
a range of cutting-edge treatments, as well as helpful guidance for navigating
through cancer and beyond. For the first time, The Cancer Revolution brings
together, in the most accessible form, the whole spectrum of resources that
are at hand to support you or someone you love through every stage of
cancer and to help you to chart a healthy future.

process of breaking down or
converting complex substances into
simple compounds, releasing energy

THE CANCER REVOLUTION

The Cancer Revolution has been written to introduce the public to a
revolutionary way of looking at cancer: Integrative Medicine. An alarmingly
high and relentlessly growing number of people are being affected, either
directly or indirectly, by this deadly disease. They do not have the luxury of
waiting for science to come up with ‘the cure’; they need answers right now.
The Cancer Revolution has answers.

The Yes to Life Show:
www.ukhealthradio.com
More about Yes to Life:
www.yestolife.org.uk
Robin Daly on FaceBook: Robin Daly
Links to material mentioned in the shows:
www.yestolife.org.uk
To email us about the show:
radio@yestolife.org.uk
The Cancer Revolution (our new book about Integrative
Medicine for cancer)
www.thecancerrevolution.co.uk
Twitter: @cancerrev Facebook: The Cancer Revolution

Prof. Shimon Slavin
Prof. Robert Thomas
Jason Vale
Robert Verkerk
Xandria Williams
Dr Bernard Willis

THE FUTURE 0F CANCER

invasive tumour originating in the
membranous tissues surrounding
internal organs and surfaces

The ketogenic approach is anything but a fad
diet; it is a very powerful metabolic therapy. The more
we learn about keto, the more we realise what potential
it has to make a difference. We actually already have
a considerable amount of evidence in the form of
laboratory and pre-clinical data suggesting that the diet
sensitises cancer cells to standard treatments. Studies

INTEGRATIVE MEDI

carcinoma

Of course it is too simplistic to say ‘sugar feeds
cancer’. It is more complex than that, but the bottom line
is cancer cells do not seem to thrive as well on a diet
that is fat-based. Not just because their preferred fuel,
glucose, is less available but also because many other
pathways responsible for cancer growth (like insulin or
IGF-1) are suppressed.

THE CANCER REVOLUTION

any substance/agent that causes/
produces cancer

Cancer cells generate energy in a different way to
healthy cells. They have trouble metabolising fatty acids
effectively. Many studies and well-respected researchers
have shown how most cancer cells thrive on glucose.
That is why PET scans work so well: radioactive glucose
is injected and the oncologist can then identify the cells
that are metabolically more active. The likelihood is that
these are cancer cells because they multiply, need fuel
and so take up sugar at a much higher rate than healthy
cells. Oncologists are therefore using the underlying
science of the ketogenic diet in diagnostics.

carcinogen
(carcinogenic)

			

into a state called “nutritional ketosis”. Our body works
similarly to a hybrid engine: we can either burn sugar or
fat for generating energy - our life force. Once somebody
has been in nutritional ketosis long enough and has
become what we call “fat adapted”, it means that the
body preferentially uses fat instead of sugar as the main
energy source. The majority of healthy cells happily
make that switch and this causes a range of metabolic
changes. Blood sugar levels will stabilise at a lower,
steady level, which has many effects on overall health
and wellbeing. If somebody thrives on a ketogenic
diet, this commonly results in better mood and focus,
improved digestion, more energy, reduced cravings and
clearer skin, possibly because of good hormone balance.
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Get Festive

Season Ready
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by Janey Lee Grace

I

t’s the season to look gorgeous and feel full of
energy, so in order to feel at your best it’s worth
investing some thought in what you might
need to boost your health and wellbeing before the
seasonal stress kicks in.
You may not be able to make it to a Spa, but treat
yourself to some TLC and ‘pre party’ bathing,
Husband and wife team Jan
and David behind Soapy
skin have their Sensitive
skin gift box which includes
award winning goats
milk and honey soap, a
shampoo bar , Himalayan
salt and more
www.soapyskin.co.uk
If the cold weather seems to affect
your skin or you have any irritation
try the Dermabalm from Natures
Naturals, very gentle and safe to use
even with the most itchy sensitive
skin. www.naturesnaturals.co.uk
Forget going under the knife and
instead check out the amazing Collagen shots
from Rejuvenated, they also have a Winter Glow
deluxe kit which includes their award winning
skin supplements and hydration sachets for extra
vitality..
www.rejuvenated.co.uk

Enjoy being in optimum health
this festive season and into 2017

Make sure your face has that party
glow with the gorgeous revive
moisturiser from Q silica, if you’re
feeling hot and bothered as
your fight your way through the
shopping crowds, try their facial
mist, which makes a great gift
too. www.qsilica.co.uk
After all that present
buying
frenzy
treat
yourself to a special cup
of tea, make it The Tummy
tea from Just for Tummies,
a blend of herbs and
spices, great for digestion,
and perfect to ease the
stress! They also have an
excellent seasonal survival kit
www.justfortummies.co.uk
On that note by the way if you are concerned about
your liver its worth doing a home test, Medichecks
supply easy to use at home tests which can put your
mind at rest about any health condition.
www.medichecks.com
If you really are dreading Christmas treat yourself to
an energy boost, your health is the most important
gift you can give to yourself. Therapist Yvette Taylor
has created The Energy Alignment Method which is
a simple and easy to use 5-step method, designed
to enable people to change their energy, thoughts,
beliefs and emotions. A great gift for yourself or
someone close to you so that you can really enjoy
the festive season www.yvette-taylor.com
Looking ahead to a fresh start
for new year, you know the
importance of feeling balanced
and if you haven’t tried Theta
Healing it can be transformational,
if you suffer from stress and
anxiety buy yourself a gift of the
New Year package from Helen
Patey The holistic Emotional Healer
www.holisticemotionalhealer.com
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The Rpw Chef
Experience

UK Health Radio is delighted to air Russell James’s weekly show
Whole Life Living - his favourite recipes are showcased here
For the portobello mushrooms
2 large portobellos, sliced into 3 or 4 chunky strips
2 teaspoons jerk seasoning*
2 teaspoons coconut oil (melted)
1 clove garlic, minced
Thumb-sized peice of ginger, minced
2 spring onions, cut at an angle
2 tablespoons tamari
2 teaspoons lime juice
•
•
•

Combine all the marinade ingredients in a bowl
(everything except the mushrooms).
Place the strips of mushroom in the marinade
and ideally leave them overnight. You can also
‘get away with’ about an hour of marinating.
Dehydrate at 46 degrees C (105 degrees F) for
two to three hours. As I mentioned in the intro,
if you don’t have a dehydrator then just marinate
them overnight before serving.

*You can buy Jerk seasoning readymade, or you can
make your own blend with all or some of the following:
1 tablespoon garlic powder
2 to 3 teaspoons cayenne pepper
2 teaspoons onion powder
2 teaspoons dried thyme
2 teaspoons dried parsley
2 teaspoons sugar

2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon paprika
1 teaspoon ground allspice
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
1/2 teaspoon dried crushed red pepper
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
For the cauliflower coconut rice
1 cauliflower, cut into florets
2 tablespoon coconut oil, melted
1 spring onion
2 small sprigs thyme, leaves only
Pinch clove
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon lime juice
•

Pulse all ingredients in a food processor until ‘ricelike’.
For the mango salsa

1 ripe mango flesh, cubed small
Few sprigs of coriander (cilantro), finely chopped
2 tablespoons finely diced red onion
Juice of 1 lime
Pinch salt
www.therawchef.com

p

Jerk Spiced Portobello
Mushrooms, Cauliflower
Coconut Rice,
Mango Salsa
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Part 1

encephalitis

J

ourneying through uncharted territory…this is my
story of the adventure of a life- changing illness
where the compass needle is way off course,
walking blindly in the dark, seeing the silver linings,
dodging the bullets and uncovering hidden treasures…
I was woken from an already broken sleep at 4am
on Saturday 26th September where I had spent my first
night in hospital to be told by the attending consultant
that the results of my lumbar puncture had come back
positive for meningitis. I had no idea truly what this would
mean for me, not in the days that followed let alone the
months ahead. The gravity of the situation hadn’t hit
home yet – I have a delayed reaction to most negative
things by going gung-ho and chin-up for days at a time
(in this case weeks) until reality hits. I knew it was serious;
I think I had been visited by every consultant from most
specialities at the hospital, and given my symptoms
in the months leading up to hospitalisation they were
concerned this was a complicated matter. They told me
that as it was the weekend, I would be taken down for
an MRI and CT scan at the beginning of the week and
that it would take a few days for more precise results to
come back. It was a game of sit and wait. Even then I
didn’t understand the severity of what was happening
to my brain. And for the duration of my hospital visit at
no point was it explained to me.
It didn’t help that I went from being in the
oncology ward to my own room in the Infectious disease
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by Myrian Panayi

ward without real explanation, nor that the scans were
delayed and took place the following Wednesday, and
that it wasn’t until the day of my discharge that I was
told I had VZV meningoencephalitis. And still I had no
idea what this meant. Nothing was explained other than
(and I paraphrase freely here) “it’s the same virus that
gives people chicken pox, and you should be fine within
a couple of weeks.”
Up until the 21st September 2015 I was living
a busy, active and full life. I was working full time for a
leading charity as a senior communications strategy
manager, I was performing stand up improvisation gigs
to the public, physically active with running, dancing and
yoga, as well as teaching meditation and looking to put
an offer on a house outside of London. Then suddenly,			
after months of not feeling quite right, I suddenly came
down with the most horrific head pain on my tube
journey home from work. By
the time I arrived home it was
impossible to move without
large amounts of effort – the
ongoing sharp pain spread
from my head down my neck
into my spine and extended
throughout my body right to
my toes.
The
only way I can describe
Myrian before viral
it
is
that it felt as though
meningitis
my whole body had been

hit by a truck several times over and my head was
being pummeled constantly by bricks on either side. I
wondered if I might have been having a strange allergic
reaction to the steroid drops I was taking for an eye
inflammation that had been diagnosed a few days
before, or whether a serious eye inflammation had been
misdiagnosed and, thinking the worst, that perhaps I
had a brain or eye tumour!

The next day I was just as bad. I couldn’t move
from my bed so taking a day off work, I called the GP,
who said I may have the flu. No way was this the flu I
told him, though I agreed to wait a few days. I spent
the next few days in a strange trance, in pain the whole
time though in a very calm state. Even though I knew
I was seriously ill, I didn’t feel panic - instead I was in
complete peace. I had an intense need to be in nature
and somehow managed to take slow, painful walks to
Regent’s Park, my local park where I often found comfort
and a connection to the earth.
Three days later I crawled into my GP’s office and saw
a trainee doctor, who said she would double check my
symptoms with the hospital. The next morning I got
a call from her saying I should go into my local A&E
immediately. She hadn’t diagnosed meningitis but it
was her mis-diagnosis that got me into hospital.
A week after I’d been admitted I was released from
hospital with a week’s worth of antivirals and bloodied
and bruised arms from the intravenous lines, with a
failing short term memory and told by the doctor that I’d
be fine and back to my old self within a couple of weeks.
A week later I had another ‘attack’ and was readmitted for 24 hours. I was discharged with the doctor
saying I would be okay in time. Two days later I found
myself in painful spasms for 36 hours unable to move
from my bed. If I could, I crawled to the loo just in time…
if I didn’t, well… I didn’t have the strength to call for an
ambulance or to handle another hospital stay.
			 There then followed the most frightening and also
enlightening months of my life. I was meant to be okay
after a few weeks after hospital release, though this
wasn’t the case for me. So with all the symptoms I was
experiencing in the weeks and then the months that
followed, I truly thought I was doing something wrong.
It wasn’t until I spoke to the Meningitis Foundation,
Meningitis Now and the Encephalitis Society that they
explained I had an acquired brain injury (ABI) from the
damage of the inflammation to my brain and spinal
channels. Yet this still meant nothing to me and I was
starting to realise I was struggling to understand what
was being said, my brain wasn’t able to put words into
meaning when it came to new concepts.

And so began the months of trying to put it all
together. Initially, I had a surge of adrenalin which kicked
in intermittently and seemed to keep me going - I even
managed to go on three long, fast walks (that I’d like to
call jogging, but really I was walking fast). I was though
experiencing a massive loss of short term memory, pain
and numbness of the right side of my body resulting
in not being able to use my right arm or leg at times,
no pain or sensations on my skin (which meant I burnt
myself easily), inability to regulate my body temperature
so I would shake with cold for days on end or sweat like
a trip to the sauna, no ability to concentrate or follow
instructions, I struggled to recognise words and read,
I would write gobble-de-gook in many of my emails
and texts, thinking I had written a sentence that made
sense but had not. At times, I didn’t know what year it
was and had to work it out by process of elimination.
As time went on, my short-term memory and other
faculties were further diminished. I lost the memory of
many things I had learnt over the last decade (like how
to use my DSLR or understand my phone’s functions,
the meditation practices I taught, the names of friends),
I couldn’t remember the conversation thread and with
every other sentence I had to ask for clarification of
what was being discussed. I couldn’t remember much
of my vocabulary - I literally had the English vocabulary
of a child and as someone with a career as a senior
communication specialist this was quite daunting. I had
lost the ability to add and subtract (which made the
few trips to a supermarket quite fretful) and couldn’t
understand how to get from A-Z in a task.
I would start something and mid task, begin
doing something else, forgetting the existing task. It
sounds funny and I do laugh at times, but it’s pretty
serious when you think I would forget to ignite the gas
on my cooker (and because of losing my ability to smell
and taste, I had no idea the gas was on), or begin ironing
and leave the iron on the clothes burning and start
another task. Life suddenly felt dangerous - I realised
I couldn’t rely on my brain to keep me safe or complete
tasks and so life became very small. With only so much
energy to get to the handful of hospital appointments
each week, and manage a supermarket trip when I
could, isolation became a way of life.
After several months I started to struggle to make
my way around familiar routes and found myself lost
and confused often. I would stand in the supermarket
isle ‘zoned’ out by the fatigue, noise and lights and all
the choice on the shelves, not knowing what I needed to
buy or be able to read the list I had written. I would take
the wrong bus even though I had the route planner right

in front of me and had used the same route for years (my
brain sometimes can’t act upon what it sees and what it
knows), I struggled greatly to tolerate noise and artificial
lights as well as too much stimulation so going out and
seeing friends, attending a yoga class or getting the
tube were not an option. I found myself walking onto
the roads without my brain acknowledging oncoming
traffic or that I should stop and wait – even if I told
myself I had to stop and wait my brain would suddenly
shut off. Walking into doors or tripping over the edges
of things became a specialty of mine (the brain had
lost some spatial awareness and peripheral vision), I
struggled with coordination (spraining my ankle when I
tried to touch my left foot with my right hand) and over
the summer I began to lose the sight in my right eye and
hearing depending on fatigue levels.
Other symptoms were not as serious but
included things such as not knowing if I had brushed
my teeth each day. I had to check my toothbrush for
wetness every day for most of the year (and still do at
times)! Oh, and leave post-it notes around the house –
though every time I read one I couldn’t remember if I
had done what it was reminding me of!
It would and still can take me ages to get
anything started or completed, all day every day as
areas of the brain responsible for strategic thinking
functions and executing tasks were affected. So, it may
take me half an hour to work out my breakfast and then
to remember to eat it. Then I can get confused by what
to wear and what items match. Then I cannot ‘see’ where
I left my keys.
The list goes on ...and with each month or new
task I begin in recovery, new challenges pop up. It’s hard
to mitigate, making planning to do anything or set goals
very limiting. It’s exhausting which doesn’t help with the
extensive daily fatigue that is also part of the illness.
I have to rest a lot between tasks or opt out of doing
things which I am still getting used to accepting. I miss
being the first one getting up for a dance (and wanting
to get up to dance – my desires had disappeared) and
the last one standing, being able to plan a holiday
knowing I’d be able to cope safely with travelling alone,
feel confident in starting a conversation with a stranger,
go on dates and even plan a dinner party at my house.
Little things but they all add up.
In the first 6 months I experienced some very
intrusive and dark thoughts which frightened me and
sat very uncomfortably with my otherwise kind and
generous nature. These were explained that were part
of the damage that encephalitis has on the brain not
to mention the fall-out any serious illness has on the
person’s wellbeing and life. I had images of me hanging

dead for weeks on end and I couldn’t shake them. I feared
that just as with some other inhibitions and actions that
I had no control over, I might end up carrying them out
unwillingly. I realised that I had to white knuckle it and
see if I’d come out the other side. I decided to have faith,
even when in complete fear - I would somehow be okay,
even if I wasn’t okay.
I couldn’t work even though I tried to go back
after a few months for one day a week, using a cab to
get there and taking regular rest breaks. For a short
time I learnt to fool people (and myself ) getting by with
doing very little but I was a mess and other symptoms
increased the harder I pushed myself.
I was unable to do anything that helped me
feel better; even something simple such as meditation,
which as a meditation practitioner was unsettling. The
more I was unable to do things that made me feel useful
and a part of something, from performing stand up
improv to an audience, socialise or return to work – the
more depressed I got. I didn’t have a partner or close
family to share the burden and add some light to my
days so facing, by myself, the fear of losing the use of my
brain and the challenges of each day has been extremely
burdensome.
I began to accept that it was safer, easier and all
I could manage to stay at home. The sudden fatigue that
hit me all day every day a few months after coming out
of hospital started to cripple me and there were days
where all I could manage was to literally crawl to the loo
and back to bed.
After months of non-specific ‘care’ (I largely
received symptomatic care as opposed to useful rehab
to help me get back on my feet which has recently been
offered to me) I was lucky that a charity referred me to a
neurologist who had experience in VZV ME. His concern
and knowledge of the symptoms were a huge comfort
to me – I finally found someone who had seen it all
before. It wasn’t all in my mind and I was doing nothing
			
wrong!
His referrals and repeated and constant interest
in my everyday wellbeing have helped me to feel cared
for, playing a huge role in me having hope and slowly
accessing the limited care that is available on the NHS.
He listened to and comforted me, would check up on me
several times a week when things were acute and still
keeps in touch to see how I am doing. He was willing to
hear all about the research that I had come across before
I became sick as part of my interest in neuroscience and
acquired brain injury therapies used in other countries.
We both were sad to realise the system in the UK doesn’t
offer these treatments.
The UK NHS system is far from perfect.

meningitis encephalitis

Understanding of the illness and providing holistic and
joined-up care is not available. Nor is care consistent, but
every little bit helps – you just have to know where to
look, think outside the box, do a lot of the work yourself
and keep asking questions. If it wasn’t for the support
of the charities I would not have had any information
on the illness or be under the care of a wonderful NHS
consultant who is doing the best he can with limited
resources.
Those on the outside don’t appreciate the
effort it takes to show up on any given day. People’s
judgments have been harsh and because I look fine on
the outside, people assume I am exaggerating or lying
or things aren’t really that bad. Sadly, I lost many friends
and this has been one of the most hurtful affects of
being ill. Many didn’t show up at all or get in contact
when I was acutely ill so after a while you just have to
let them go, stop hoping for the friendship and deal
with the pain of rejection. It added to the confusion of
everything that was going on. I am grateful to a handful
of strangers and acquaintances who have come into my
life since I fell ill and become firm friends and to a few
existing friends with whom this experience has bonded
our friendship even more. They have cared enough to
be with me without having any expectations, mindful of
my abilities, and let me be who I am.
It’s been 14 months of several weekly hospital
treatments and appointments, checking and monitoring
new symptoms and organs that have been damaged as
a result. As these start to minimise and as I start to get
stronger I begin thinking of ways to lead a fulfilled life
within my capabilities, how I can support myself and
make life worth while not just for me but for others with
ABI and unseen disabilities…I didn’t fight so hard to be
miserable!
For the past two months I am feeling stronger
and decided to take my recovery up a step. I am mindful
of my personal limitations and so know I need to work
			 slowly in order to achieve this (gosh do I struggle with
‘slowly’ – old habits of 42 years are hard to change!). I
have recently begun going to adaptive yoga, finishing
off my yoga nidra practitioners training, started taking
art classes (rebuild those neuropathways!) and I am
working towards the goal of offering ecotherapy and
nidra classes to those with ABI which I so hope to be
able to start early next year.
I am also going to start a free ABI weekly support group
in central London where survivors can come share their
experience, strength and hope and not feel alone. The
loneliness of the illness and living with the aftermath is
in my opinion the biggest symptom to manage. Even for
those with family and partners to support them can find

the illness isolating because so much of the
illness and its symptoms are happening on
the inside with full awareness by the survivor
even when others try to empathise. Knowing
you are not going through this alone is a big
comfort and healer. I am researching where
I can hire a room for little or no charge until
at least there is consistent attendance and
determined enough to make it a weekly
group even if I am the only one attending!
I am also driven to raise awareness
for those with unseen disabilities – it isn’t
so easy to be considered or understood
that you have particular needs when you
don’t have an external physicalisation of
your disability such as say a wheelchair as a
reference for others. I am at a place where I
feel I can tell someone I struggle with hearing
or that I need to sit down or to turn the lights
down in a meeting but many are not. And it’s
even harder at times in everyday situations
such as travelling on a packed tube or being
pushed around in a supermarket or people
calling out ‘Oi, love had too much to drink?’
when you trip over yourself in the street. It
would make a huge difference for so many
if there was a way to identify that they have
unseen disabilities so that others may make
allowances or even just ask what help they
may need. I have no definitive strategy as yet
but I hope to get various charities on board
to work towards a scheme of educating the
public, MPs, service providers and employers
on unseen disabilities and perhaps coming
up with a universal symbol that can be worn
to identify those who want to be identified
as having an unseen disability.
It has been my pure resilience and
determination to survive and decision to
embrace my experience from the start that has gotten
me through. I decided that I would breathe into each
moment and see what unfolded. The universe, creation
and the gifts of my true self were shown to me. I have
had the most incredible adventures along the way with
spiritual experiences with myself and others, seen deep
universal truths unfold, inner awareness on a cellular
level, hearing my body tell me and show me its needs
for the first time, watching it heal itself, using breath and
visualisation to restore damage that was unthinkable,
using natural herbs to alleviate and improve symptoms
overnight… though these adventures will be told in the
next installment!
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Have your
Nutritional Lifestyle
analysed and
optimised by clicking

Medical Mprvel
Moments

•
•

•
by
Amanda Thomas

•
•

A few facts to keep you interested and maybe a
bit creeped out too!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A square inch of skin consists of 1300 nerve
cells.
A square inch of skin consists of three yards of
blood vessel.
A woman’s heart beats faster than a mans.
About 10,000 human cells can fit on the head
of a pin
About 32 million bacteria call every inch of
your skin home.
About 80% of ultra-violet rays from the sun can
get through cloud and cause sunburn even on
cloudy days.
About 500 million sperm mature every day in a
normal male adult.
About one third of the human race has 20-20
vision
After death, the body starts to dry out creating
an illusion that the nails and hairs are growing
even after death.
After eating too much, your hearing is less
sharp.
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•

All the blood in our body passes 400 times
through each kidney per day.
Almost 90 to 95% of diabetes is of type 2 or
maturity onset type; that affects people in their
middle age. Type 1 or juvenile diabetes affects
70,000 children under the age of 15 years every
year.
Americans on the average eat 18 acres of pizza
every day.
An adult human body contains five to six
quarts of blood and an infant has about one
quart of blood.
An adult is made up of around 7,000,000,000,0
00,000,000,000,000,000 (7 octillion) atoms.

Meet the Tepm

Mike Dilke

The Relaxback UK Show

T

he Relaxback UK Show – The objective of the
show is to inform and entertain listeners on
topics of musculoskeletal health. These are
wide ranging and we talk about everything from
running and injuries to aches and pains caused
or exacerbated by different professions or trades.
Listeners will be encouraged to think how they
might move well, sit well and ultimately feel well.
If you have a topic that you would like to be discussed
or would like to be involved with a show please do
send me a message on mike@relaxbackuk.com
Mike Dilke: “I have a wife and two young children at
school. I enjoy going for the occasional ‘parkrun’ on a
Saturday morning and once managed to drag myself
around the London marathon.
The first part of my career was as a chartered
civil engineer and now I own and run Relaxback UK.
This business distributes the Back App ergonomic

chair and adjustable height desks in the UK. Helping
people get on with their lives more comfortably and
easily is very rewarding but is has also been interesting
discovering just how many different things people do
for a living. As an engineer I only really communicated
with other engineers and I find it endlessly fascinating
helping people in all types of businesses. I still love
engineering and find it hard to walk past one of the
many construction site in London without peering in
to see what is happening.
I have practised yoga for the last twenty five
years or so. At some times it has been more regular and
I am currently going through a less regular phase with
the demands of family life and a business. I became
interested in ergonomics through the yoga which lead
me to start Relaxback UK”
If you are in the UK and would like to try out
a Back App chair please go to this section of my
website and I will arrange everything for you.
www.relaxbackuk.com/sign-up-for-a-trial/
www.relaxbackuk.com

New on
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Happy Holidays and a Healthy 2017
to all our readers and listeners

Reviews

Film & Theatre

Highlights this

December

by Reg Starkey

NOCTURNAL ANIMALS ***
Written and directed by Tom
Ford, who found fame in Fashion
before reinventing himself as a Filmmaker, this is a stylish story within a
story. The bizarre opening sequence
may offend you and the inconclusive
ending may mystify you, as it did me. In between
there are many marvellous cinematic moments and tour
de force acting from Jake Gyllenhaal and Aaron Taylor-Johnson in particular.
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INFERNO **

Directed by Ron Howard * on a big budget and starring Tom Hanks* this can’t be all
bad. But despite the beauty of Felicity Jones, the gorgeous locations, references to
Dante and the frantic pace, the two hours of mayhem seem endlessly disappointing.
The last of the Dan Brown yarns that started with The Da Vinci Code is not third time
lucky.

THE INNOCENTS ****

Directed by Anne Fontaine and set in Poland at the end of World
War II, this is a dark and disturbing tale, based on truth. The amazing,
atmospheric action revolves around a group of Nuns, in a closed convent,
who have all been sexually
abused, raped, infected
or impregnated - first by
German, then by Russian,
soldiers. Now, inevitably,
the babies – the
Innocents – are arriving,
delivered in secret by a
young French Red Cross Nurse.

I, DANIEL BLAKE*****
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For me, this is Ken Loach at his very best. The relentlessly researched
screenplay is written by Paul Laverty and is performed brilliantly by two
virtual unknowns - Dave Johns in the title role and his new friend Hayley
Squires as the single mother of two, on benefits, who has been ‘costeffectively’ relocated with her children from London to Newcastle to
save her local council some money. With Food Banks as a last resort and
eat-or-heat choices, this is a tragedy of Austerity, applied to ordinary
people whose lives
are in trouble. The Daniel Blake character is
credible and likeable. He is a competent carpenter, a widower,
who has suffered a heart-attack and been declared unfit for
work by his doctor. Daniel Blake is personally experiencing the
painful disconnect between George Osborne’s laughable “all in
this together” fantasy and the “grim up North” reality. All but one
of the officials we meet lack compassion - they’re just doing their
jobs, applying the rules they’ve been given, the best way they
know how. Common sense does not come into it, it seems.

Programme Schedule
All times quoted are London time

Monday

00.00 Cancer SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
01.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
NEW Edition
02.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb
NEW Edition
03.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton
04.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
06.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly
07.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize
08.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
09.00 Cancer SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
10.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
11.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen
12.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
13.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
14.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
15.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson
16.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
17.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
18.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn
19.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan
20.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally
21.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
22.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
23.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis

Tuesday

00.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
- NEW Edition
01.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
- NEW Edition
02.00 Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley
- NEW Edition
03.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke
- NEW Edition
04.00 Advocacy Heals U - Joni Aldrich
- NEW Edition
05.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
06.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb
07.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton
08.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
10.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly
11.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize
12.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
13.00 Advocacy Heals U - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition

14.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
15.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen
16.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
17.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
18.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
19.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson
20.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
21.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
22.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn
23.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan

Wednesday
00.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally - NEW Edition
01.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
- NEW Edition
02.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
- NEW Edition
03.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis - NEW Edition
04.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
05.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
06.00 Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley - NEW Edition
07.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke
08.00 Caregiving SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
09.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
10.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb
11.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton
12.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
14.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly
15.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize
16.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
17.00 Caregiving SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
18.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
19.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen
20.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
21.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
22.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
23.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson

Thursday

00.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
- NEW Edition
01.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
- NEW Edition
02.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn - NEW Edition
03.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan - NEW Edition
04.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally
05.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
06.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
07.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis
08.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
09.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
10.00 Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley - NEW Edition
11.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke
12.00 Treatment SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
13.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
14.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb
15.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton
16.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
18.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly
19.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize
20.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
21.00 Treatment SOS - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
22.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
23.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen

Friday

00.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
- NEW Edition
01.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
- NEW Edition
02.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
- NEW Edition
03.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson
- NEW Edition
04.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
05.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
06.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn
07.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan
08.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally
09.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
10.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
11.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis
12.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
13.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
14.00 Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley - NEW Edition
15.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke
16.00 Ladies who Inspire - Joni Aldrich
- NEW Edition
17.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
18.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb

19.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton
20.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
22.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly
23.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize

Saturday

00.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
- NEW Edition
01.00 Ladies who Inspire - Joni Aldrich - NEW Edition
02.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
- NEW Edition
03.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen
- NEW Edition
04.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
05.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
06.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
07.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson
08.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
09.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
10.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn
11.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan
12.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally
13.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
14.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
15.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis
16.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
17.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
18.00Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley - NEW Edition
19.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke
20.00 Listeners Choice Reloaded - NEW Edition
21.00 Children’s Sleep ~ Naturally - Jennie Harrison
22.00 Living Raw Radio - Geeta Sidhu-Robb
23.00 Sunshine UKay Health Show - Kirsty Ashton

Sunday

00.00 The Robert Scott Bell Show direct from the US
- NEW Edition
02.00 Yes to Life - Robin Daly - NEW Edition
03.00 LadyXsize Fitness Hour - LadyXsize
- NEW Edition
04.00 Freedom Lifestyle - Paul Wakefield
05.00 Listeners Choice Reloaded
06.00 The Food Teacher - Katharine Tate
07.00 The Integrated Dentist - Dr. Brian Halvorsen
08.00 Spotlight Show - Janey-Lee Grace
09.00 The Raw Chef Experience - Russell James
10.00 TheWayForward - Stewart St Clair Pearce
11.00 Easy Detox Expert - Amanda Nelson
12.00 The Health & Humour Show - Maureen Sullivan
13.00 NHS Choices Hour - NHS Choices
14.00 The Travel Show - John Guinn
15.00 Healing Ties - Chris MacLellan

16.00 Vince the Vet - Vince MacNally
17.00 Natural Healing Show - with Yara Ghrewati
18.00 Unlock Your Health - Dr Vijay Murthy
19.00 Health Matters - Stella Kazazis
20.00 Surviving Healthcare Today - Chris Jerry
21.00 Knowledge Nation - Jess Lewis
22.00 Total Celebrity Show - Neil Haley
23.00 The Relaxback UK Show - Mike Dilke

This schedule is evolving as we develop UK
Health Radio – health radio for the UK, Europe and
beyond. So, do please visit this page from time to
time to view any changes.
Do you have expertise in the areas of issues
of general health, cancer prevention and treatment,

cardiovascular care, women’s issues, mental
health, elder care, sexual health, fitness, wellbeing,
avoidance of stress, nutrition, healthy eating, fitness
and avoidance of accidents and trauma?
Would you like to contribute a regular audio
blog (3 – 15 minutes) or weekly hour-long show
and share your knowledge and passion?
If so, please contact UK Health Radio at:
johann@ukhealthradio.com

Copyright 2012-2016 © UK Health Radio TM - the health and wellness radio station in the UK and Europe.
Please note that all information/content on the UK Health Radio is provided by the individuals/companies themselves and is only intended
as additional information to your general knowledge and does not substitute professional medical advice or treatment. So please do not delay
or disregard any medical advice received due to information gathered on the UK Health Radio and Health Triangle Magazine.
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